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SHEAVES ON NILPOTENT CONES, FOURIER TRANSFORM,
AND A GEOMETRIC RINGEL DUALITY
PRAMOD N. ACHAR AND CARL MAUTNER
Abstract. Given the nilpotent cone of a complex reductive Lie algebra, we
consider its equivariant constructible derived category of sheaves with coef-
ficients in an arbitrary field. This category and its subcategory of perverse
sheaves play an important role in Springer theory and the theory of character
sheaves. We show that the composition of the Fourier–Sato transform on the
Lie algebra followed by restriction to the nilpotent cone restricts to an autoe-
quivalence of the derived category of the nilpotent cone. In the case of GLn,
we show that this autoequivalence can be regarded as a geometric version of
Ringel duality for the Schur algebra.
1. Introduction
Let G be a connected complex reductive group, and let N be the variety of
nilpotent elements in its Lie algebra g. Let F be a field. The role of Fourier
transforms in the study of perverse F-sheaves on g or on N is well-established: for
F = Q¯ℓ or C, see [HK, L2, Mi], and for F of positive characteristic, see [J]. Much
of the literature implicitly considers the functor
R : DG(N ,F)→ DG(N ,F)
given by Fourier transform on g followed by restriction to N (and a suitable shift;
see (4.1)). When F = C, in the context of the Springer correspondence, R corre-
sponds to tensoring by the sign character of the Weyl group. In the present paper,
we show that R is actually an autoequivalence for arbitrary F.
In addition, when G = GLn, we show that R is a geometric version of Ringel
duality. More precisely: the second author has shown [M] that the abelian cat-
egory of perverse sheaves PervG(N ,F) for G = GLn is equivalent to the cat-
egory SF(n, n)-mod of finitely-generated modules for the Schur algebra SF(n, n)
over F. Donkin has shown [Do, Proposition 3.7] that the Schur algebra is Ringel
self-dual; this means that there is an autoequivalence of the derived category
Db(SF(n, n)-mod) that sends tilting modules to projective modules. The second
main result of the present paper asserts that forG = GLn, R has a similar property:
it sends tilting perverse sheaves to projective perverse sheaves.
Recall that the category DG(NG,F) is not equivalent to the derived category
DbPervG(NG,F), so the functor R is not the usual (“algebraic”) Ringel duality
of derived categories of abelian categories. Nevertheless, we will see in Section 6
that R does give rise to an algebraic Ringel duality functor, and that the two are
compatible in a suitable sense.
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Indeed, we obtain in this way a new proof of Donkin’s result. It is perhaps
interesting to note the difference in perspective: in [Do], the focus is on the structure
of the endomorphism rings of a tilting generator T and a projective generator
P , and the construction of an explicit isomorphism between them. On the other
hand, in the present paper, by starting with the geometric autoequivalence R,
we immediately obtain an isomorphism End(T )
∼
→ End(R(T )); the focus is then
on showing that R(T ) is a projective generator. This approach avoids explicit
descriptions of endomorphism rings.
The paper is organized as follows. After some general preliminaries in Section 2,
we review parabolic induction and restriction functors for perverse sheaves in Sec-
tion 3. The fact that R is an autoequivalence is proved in Section 4, and the
relationship with Ringel duality in the case of G = GLn is studied in Section 6.
Lastly, Section 7 contains a (partly conjectural) description of the functor in the
case F = C and some observations regarding the behavior of R when G is of type
B2 or G2.
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to express their gratitude to A. Hen-
derson, K. McGerty, I. Mirkovic´, and S. Riche for helpful comments on a previous
version of this paper.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Varieties and sheaves. In this paper, varieties are generally assumed to be
over C and equipped with the strong topology. If X is a variety acted on by an
algebraic group H , we write DH(X,F) for the bounded H-equivariant constructible
derived category of X of sheaves of F-vector spaces, in the sense of [BL]. Given a
closed subgroup K ⊂ H , there is a functor (called the “integration functor”)
ΓHK : DK(X,F)→ DH(X,F)
that is right adjoint to the forgetful functor DH(X,F) → DK(X,F). (See [BL,
Theorem 3.7.1], where this functor is denoted Ind∗.)
Let D : DH(X,F) → DH(X,F) denote the Verdier duality functor, and let
PervH(X,F) ⊂ DH(X,F) be the abelian category ofH-equivariant perverse sheaves.
We also have perverse cohomology functors pHi : DH(X,F)→ PervH(X,F) for each
i ∈ Z. For M,N ∈ PervH(X,F), there is a natural isomorphism
Ext1PervH(X,F)(M,N)
∼= HomDH(X,F)(M,N [1]).
This fact will be used several times in the sequel.
We write FX , or simply F, for the constant sheaf of value F on X . Next, let
jC : C →֒ X be the inclusion of an H-stable subset, and let E be an irreducible H-
equivariant local system on C. In addition to the simple perverse sheaf IC(C,E) =
(jC)!∗(E[dimC]), we will sometimes consider the perverse sheaves
∆(C,E) = pH0(jC!E[dimC]) and ∇(C,E) =
pH0(jC∗E[dimC]),
often called standard and costandard perverse sheaves, respectively.
2.2. Vector spaces and conic sheaves. Let V be a complex vector space acted
on linearly by the group H . We say that an object M ∈ DH(V,F) is conic if for
each nonzero vector v ∈ V and each i ∈ Z, the sheaf Hi(M)|C·vr{0} on C · v r {0}
is locally constant. In other words, M is conic if it is constructible with respect to
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the obvious scaling action of C× on V . Let DH,con(V,F) ⊂ DH(V,F) denote the
full subcategory of conic objects.
Let δV denote the skyscraper sheaf at the origin of V (with value F). It is clear
that δV is conic.
2.3. Fourier–Sato transform. Let V be as above, and let V ∗ denote the dual vec-
tor space. In this paper, we adopt the convention that the Fourier–Sato transform
for V , denoted
TV : DH,con(V,F)→ DH,con(V
∗,F),
is defined by composing the functor defined in [KS, §3.7] with the shift [dimV ].
With this modification, TV is t-exact for the perverse t-structure [KS, Proposi-
tion 10.3.18]. This functor is an equivalence of categories; its inverse is denoted
8TV : DH,con(V
∗,F)→ DH,con(V,F).
We will need the following key properties of TV (see [KS, §3.7]):
(1) TV (δV ) ∼= FV ∗ [dim V
∗].
(2) If V = V1 × V2, then TV (M1 ⊠M2) ∼= TV1(M1)⊠ TV2(M2).
2.4. Highest-weight categories and tilting. The notion of highest weight cat-
egory, due to Cline, Parshall, and Scott [CPS], involves the following data:
(1) a noetherian and artinian F-linear abelian category C with enough projec-
tives and injectives
(2) a partially ordered set (I,≤) that indexes a set {Li | i ∈ I} of representa-
tives of the isomorphism classes of simple objects in C
(3) for each i ∈ I, a specified standard object ∆i and a costandard object ∇i.
The standard and costandard objects are required to satisfy various additional
properties whose details we omit. In this paper, we assume that I is finite.
An object is said to be tilting if it has both a filtration by standard objects and
a filtration by costandard objects. The indecomposable tilting objects are again
indexed by I: say {Ti | i ∈ I}.
Suppose now that C′ is another highest weight category, with simple objects
{L′i | i ∈ I} indexed by (I,≤
op) (that is, I with the opposite partial order). Let P ′i
be a projective cover of L′i in C
′. Then C′ is said to be Ringel dual to C if there is
an isomorphism
(2.1) ϑ : End
(⊕
i∈I
Ti
)
∼
→ End
(⊕
i∈I
P ′i
)
.
Ringel duals always exist [Rin]. Each isomorphism as in (2.1) gives rise to a derived
equivalence Hϑ : D
bC
∼
→ DbC′. More specifically, let Tilt(C) (resp. Proj(C′)) be
the additive category of tilting objects in C (resp. projective objects in C′). Then
ϑ induces an equivalence of additive categories
(2.2) Hϑ : Tilt(C)→ Proj(C
′),
since both are naturally equivalent to the category of projective modules over
the ring in (2.1). This extends to an equivalence of homotopy categories Hϑ :
KbTilt(C)→ KbProj(C′). Finally, using the natural equivalences
(2.3) KbTilt(C) ∼= DbC and KbProj(C′) ∼= DbC′
(see [Ha, Lemmas 1.1 and 1.5] and [PS, Theorem 4.3]), we obtain a derived equiv-
alence Hϑ : D
bC
∼
→ DbC′.
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Remark 2.1. Instead of working with complex reductive groups in the strong topol-
ogy and Fourier–Sato transform, we could work with reductive groups over an
algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 in the e´tale topology, and use the
Fourier–Deligne transform (see [La] for F = Q¯ℓ; in the modular case, the relevant
theory is developed in [J]). Note that F cannot be completely arbitrary in this case:
it must have characteristic different from p, and it is required to contain the p-th
roots of unity. The main arguments of the paper apply unchanged in this setting;
in particular, analogues of Theorems 4.2 and 6.1 are still true.
3. Restriction and induction
Recall that G denotes a connected complex reductive group, g its Lie algebra,
and NG its nilpotent cone. We fix, once and for all, a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G and
a maximal torus T ⊂ B.
Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G containing B, and let L ⊂ P be the Levi
factor containing T . Their Lie algebras will be denoted p and l, respectively. Let
NL be the nilpotent cone in l. If we let P act on l through the quotient map P ։ L,
then, by [BL, Theorem 3.7.3], the forgetful functor
DP (l,F)→ DL(l,F)
is an equivalence of categories. We will henceforth suppress mentions of this equiv-
alence, and silently pass between the two. For instance, consider the diagam
g p
moo
p
// l ,
where m : p → g is the inclusion map, and p : p → l is the projection map. We
define two functors
resGL ,
8res
G
L : DG(g,F)→ DL(l,F) by res
G
L = p!m
∗, 8res
G
L = p∗m
!.
and
indGL : DL(l,F)→ DG(g,F) by ind
G
L = Γ
G
Pm∗p
!.
It is easy to see that ifM ∈ DG(g,F) is supported on the nilpotent coneNG, then
resGL M and
8res
G
L M are supported on NL. Similarly, ind
G
L takes objects supported
on NL to objects supported on NG. Thus, if we let
iL : NL → l and iG : NG → g
be the inclusion maps, we see that there are functors (unique up to isomorphism)
resGL ,
8res
G
L : DG(NG,F)→ DL(NL,F), ind
G
L : DL(NL,F)→ DG(NG,F)
satisfying
(3.1) iL∗ res
G
L
∼= resGL iG∗, iL∗
8res
G
L
∼= 8res
G
L iG∗, iG∗ ind
G
L
∼= indGL iL∗.
It is immediate from the definitions that
(3.2) D ◦ resGL ∼=
8res
G
L ◦D.
The following proposition collects some additional properties of these functors that
are well known when F = C. For arbitrary F, related results appear in [AHR, §4].
Proposition 3.1. (1) The functor indGL commutes with D.
(2) The functor indGL is right adjoint to res
G
L and left adjoint to
8res
G
L .
(3) The functors resGL ,
8res
G
L , and ind
G
L are t-exact for the perverse t-structures
on DG(NG,F) and DL(NL,F).
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Proof. (1) Let ν : DP (g) → DG(G ×P g) be the “induction equivalence” [BL,
Theorem 2.6.3], and let s : G×P g→ g be the map s(g, x) = g ·x. By definition, on
g, we have ΓGP = s∗Q, so ind
G
L = s∗Qm∗p
!. Since s and m are proper, s∗ and m∗
commute with D. Since p is smooth of relative dimension dim p−dim l = dimG/P ,
we have D ◦ p! ◦ D ∼= p![−2 dimG/P ]. Finally, D ◦ Q ◦ D ∼= Q[2 dimG/P ] by [BL,
Proposition 7.6.2]. Thus, indGL commutes with D.
(2) The first assertion is obvious, and the second follows from (3.2) and part (1).
(3) The result for 8res
G
L is in [AHR, Proposition 4.7], and by (3.2), res
G
L is t-exact
as well. Lastly, indGL is t-exact because it has t-exact adjoints on both sides. 
Definition 3.2. A simple perverse sheaf M ∈ PervG(NG,F) is said to be cuspidal
if 8res
G
L M = 0 for all Levi subgroups L ( G.
It can be shown that this is equivalent to requiring that resGL M = 0 for all
L ( G, using for instance, [Mi, Theorem 4.7] or [L2, Theorem 12]. We will not
require this fact.
Lemma 3.3. Let M ∈ PervG(NG,F) be a simple perverse sheaf. If M is not
cuspidal, then M is a quotient of some induced perverse sheaf.
Proof. Let l ( g be a Levi subalgebra such that 8res
G
L M 6= 0, and let N =
indGL
8res
G
L M . By adjunction, we have a natural nonzero map N → M . Since
M is simple, this map is surjective. 
Lemma 3.4. The restriction and induction functors commute with i∗ and i!:
i∗L res
G
L
∼= resGL i
∗
G, i
∗
L
8res
G
L
∼= 8res
G
L i
∗
G, i
∗
G ind
G
L
∼= indGL i
∗
L,
i!L res
G
L
∼= resGL i
!
G, i
!
L
8res
G
L
∼= 8res
G
L i
!
G, i
!
G ind
G
L
∼= indGL i
!
L.
Proof. Let NP = NG ∩ p, and consider the following commutative diagram:
NG
iG

NP
iP

moo
p
// NL
iL

g p
moo
p
// l
Both squares are cartesian. In particular, we have p!i
∗
P
∼= i∗Lp!, and from this it
follows that resGL commutes with i
∗. Similarly, 8res
G
L commutes with i
!.
Next, let P¯ be the opposite parabolic to P , and let p¯ be its Lie algebra. We can
form a diagram similar to the one above:
NG
iG

NP¯
iP¯

m¯oo
p¯
// NL
iL

g p¯
m¯oo
p¯
// l
As in the previous paragraph, we deduce from this diagram that the functor p¯∗m¯
!
commutes with i!. But the main result of [Br] implies that resGL
∼= p¯∗m¯
!, so resGL
commutes with i!. Similarly, the functor 8res
G
L
∼= p¯!m¯∗ commutes with i∗.
Finally, i∗ indGL and ind
G
L i
∗ are left adjoint to 8res
G
L i∗ and i∗
8res
G
L , respectively.
In view of (3.1) and the fact that adjoints are unique, we conclude that i∗G ind
G
L
∼=
indGL i
∗
L. A similar argument with res
G
L shows that i
!
G ind
G
L
∼= indGL i
!
L. 
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We conclude this section with a lemma on standard and costandard objects.
Lemma 3.5. Consider a nilpotent orbit jC : C →֒ NL and a local system E on C.
(1) Every simple subobject IC(C′, E′) of indGL ∇(C,E) satisfies G · C ⊂ C
′.
(2) Every simple quotient IC(C′, E′) of indGL ∆(C,E) satisfies G · C ⊂ C
′.
Proof. Let C1 = p
−1(C) ⊂ p, and let V = G ·C1. Let h : V → NG be the inclusion
map. It can be seen from the proof of [BL, Theorem 3.7.1] (using [BL, Theo-
rem 3.4.1]) that the integration functor ΓGP commutes with h∗. As a consequence,
if we let F = ΓGP (m|C1)∗(p|C1)
!E, it is easy to deduce that indGL jC∗E[dimC]
∼= h∗F .
Since indGL is t-exact, it follows that ind
G
L ∇(C,E)
∼= pH0(h∗F ), and the latter has
no simple subobject IC(C′, E′) with C′ 6⊂ V . Since G · C is the unique minimal
G-orbit contained in V , the first assertion in the lemma holds. The second assertion
then follows by Verdier duality. 
4. Construction of the autoequivalence
In this section, we will define the functor R and prove one of the main results
of the paper. Let us fix, once and for all, a G-equivariant isomorphism g
∼
→ g∗.
This allows to regard the Fourier–Sato transform Tg as a functor DG,con(g,F) →
DG,con(g,F). Recall that i : N → g denotes the inclusion map. Let
R, 8R : DG(NG,F)→ DG(NG,F)
denote the functors given by
(4.1) R = i∗Tgi∗[dimNG − dim g],
8
R = i! 8Tgi∗[dim g− dimNG].
Note that for these definitions to make sense, we must verify that i∗ : DG(NG,F)→
DG(g,F) actually takes values in DG,con(g,F). But this is immediate from the well-
known fact that every nilpotent orbit in NG is stable under the scaling action of
C× on g.
Below, we will make use of a number of facts about Fourier transforms of perverse
sheaves on g that are originally due to Lusztig [L2] and were later revisited by
Mirkovic´ [Mi]. The latter is a more suitable reference for us, because it is relatively
straightforward to see that Mirkovic´’s arguments are independent of the coefficient
field F.
Lemma 4.1. The functor R is left adjoint to 8R. Both functors commute with all
restriction and induction functors.
Proof. The first assertion is immediate from the definition. According to [Mi,
Lemma 4.2], Fourier–Sato transform commutes with restriction and induction, so
the second assertion above follows using (3.1) and Lemma 3.4. 
Theorem 4.2. The functor R : DG(NG,F) → DG(NG,F) is an autoequivalence,
and 8R is its inverse.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, we have adjunction maps id → 8RR and R 8R → id. We
will show that the first of these is an isomorphism of functors. A similar argument
shows that the second is as well, and the theorem then follows.
To show that id → 8RR is an isomorphism, it suffices to show that it is an
isomorphism on some set of objects that generate DG(NG,F) as a triangulated
category. For instance, it suffices to show that it is an isomorphism for all simple
perverse sheaves.
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We proceed by induction on the semisimple rank of g. If g is abelian, then NG
is a point. The constant sheaf F is the unique simple perverse sheaf on NG. It is
easy to see by direct computation that R(F) ∼= F and 8R(F) ∼= F. The adjunction
morphism F→ 8R(R(F)) is nonzero, and hence an isomorphism.
Now, assume that g has semisimple rank at least 1. Let g′ be its derived subal-
gebra. We claim that if the theorem holds for g′, then it holds for g. Let z be the
center of g, so that g ∼= g′ × z. Let i1 : N → g′ be the inclusion map, and consider
the skyscraper sheaf δz. For M ∈ DG(NG,F), we have
Rg(M) = i
∗Tgi∗M ∼= i
∗(Tg′ ⊠ Tz)(i1∗M ⊠ δz)
∼= i∗(Tg′ i1∗M ⊠ Fz[dim z])
∼= Rg′(M)[dim z].
Similar reasoning shows that 8Rg(M) ∼= 8Rg′(M)[− dim z]. From this, we deduce
that id→ 8RgRg is an isomorphism if and only if id→ 8Rg′Rg′ is.
We henceforth assume that g is semisimple. Let j : g r NG → g be the inclu-
sion map, and consider the functorial distinguished triangle j!j
∗ → id → i∗i∗ →.
Composing on the left with i! 8Tg and on the right with Tgi∗, we get a functorial
distinguished triangle
(4.2) i! 8Tgj!j
∗Tgi∗ → id→
8
RR → .
Let K = i! 8Tgj!j∗Tgi∗. Showing that id → 8RR is an isomorphism is equivalent
to showing that K is the zero functor.
For a Levi subgroup L ⊂ G, let RL, 8RL, and KL denote the analogous functors
on DL(NL). By induction, KL = 0. We now proceed in three steps.
Step 1. If M ∈ PervG(NG,F) is cuspidal, then K(M) = 0. According to [Mi,
Lemma 4.4], every cuspidal perverse sheaf on g is in fact supported on NG. (Here,
we are using the assumption that g is semisimple.) Since the Fourier–Sato transform
of a cuspidal perverse sheaf is cuspidal, we see that Tgi∗M is supported on NG, so
j∗Tgi∗M = 0. Thus, K(M) = 0.
Step 2. If M = indGL N for some N ∈ PervL(NL,F), where L is a proper Levi
subgroup, then K(M) = 0. The second and third terms of (4.2) commute with
indGL , so we can find an (a priori non-canonical) isomorphism
K(M) ∼= indGL KL(N).
By our induction hypothesis KL(N) = 0, and thus K(M) = 0.
Step 3. If M is any simple perverse sheaf, then K(M) = 0. Assume that this
is not the case, and consider the perverse cohomology objects pHi(K(M)). Let
k(M) be the largest integer such that pHk(M)(K(M)) 6= 0. Let s be the maximum
value of k(M) as M ranges over all simple perverse sheaves with K(M) 6= 0. Thus,
pHs+1(K(M)) = 0 for all simple M , and it follows that
pHs+1(K(N)) = 0 for all N ∈ PervG(NG),
not necessarily simple. Now, take a simple M such that K(M) 6= 0 and k(M) = s.
In view of Step 1,M cannot be cuspidal, so by Lemma 3.3, there is some surjective
map P → M where P is induced from a proper Levi subalgebra. Let Q be the
kernel of P → M . By Step 2, K(P ) = 0, so from the long exact sequence in
perverse cohomology associated to K(Q)→ K(P )→ K(M)→, we have
pHi(K(M)) ∼= pHi+1(K(Q))
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for all i. Since the right-hand side vanishes for i+ 1 = s+ 1 but the left-hand side
is nonzero for i = s, we have a contradiction, and K(M) = 0 for all simple perverse
sheaves M . 
5. Skyscraper and Richardson sheaves
In this section, we study the behavior of R on skyscraper sheaves and on sheaves
induced from skyscraper sheaves, known as Richardson sheaves. The terminology
comes from the following observation: given a parabolic subgroup P ⊂ G, let
π : G×P u→ g be the map π(g, x) = g ·x. It is easy to see from the definition that
for any Levi subgroup L ⊂ G, we have
(5.1) indGL δl
∼= π∗FG×Pu[dimG×
P u].
Thus, the support of indGL δl is the image of π, which is the closure of the Richardson
orbit associated to l.
For the next proposition, let Oreg ⊂ NG denote the regular nilpotent orbit.
Also, let Z(G) ⊂ G denote the center of G, and let Z◦(G) ⊂ Z(G) be its identity
component.
Proposition 5.1. The object R(δg) is a perverse sheaf. In fact, we have
R(δg) ∼= FNG [dimNG]
∼= ∆(Oreg,F).
Moreover, if the characteristic of F does not divide the order of Z(G)/Z◦(G), then
R(δg) is a projective object in PervG(NG,F).
Proof. Following the definitions gives
Rδ = i∗Tδ[dimNG − dim g] = i
∗Fg[dimNG] = FNG [dimNG].
Recall that N is a complete intersection [Ko], and that on a complete intersection,
the constant sheaf shifted by the dimension is perverse.
Consider the adjunction triangle for the inclusion j of the regular orbit Oreg into
NG and the perverse sheaf FNG [dimNG],
j!FOreg [dimNG]→ FNG [dimNG]→ FNGrOreg [dimNG]→
As the codimension of NG r Oreg is at least 2, FNGrOreg [dimNG] ∈
pDG(N )≤−2.
Taking the long exact sequence in perverse cohomology, we obtain
pH0(j!FOreg [dimNG])
∼= FNG [dimNG],
as desired.
Another consequence is that for any M ∈ PervG(NG,F), we have an injec-
tive map Hom(FNG [dimNG],M [1]) → Hom(j!FOreg [dimNG],M [1]). By adjunc-
tion, this yields an injective map
Ext1PervG(NG,F)(FNG [dimNG],M)→ Ext
1
PervG(Oreg,F)(FOreg [dimNG], j
∗M).
Recall that the category of G-equivariant local systems on Oreg is equivalent to the
category of representations of the finite group Z(G)/Z◦(G). Under the assumption
that the characteristic of F does not divide the order of this group, this category
is semisimple, and the Ext1-groups above vanish for all M . Thus, FNG [dimNG] is
projective. 
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Corollary 5.2. For any Levi subgroup L ⊂ G, the object R(indGL δl) is perverse.
If the characteristic of F does not divide the order of Z(L)/Z◦(L), then R(indGL δl)
is a projective object in PervG(NG,F).
6. Ringel duality for GLn
In this section, we restrict ourselves to the group G = GLn. Recall that for this
group, the category PervG(NG,F) is equivalent to the category of modules over the
Schur algebra SF(n, n) [M]. In particular, PervG(NG,F) is quasi-hereditary and
contains tilting and projective objects. The aim of this section is to show that for
GLn, the functor R is a geometric version of Ringel duality.
Let us first fix some notation. We take T (resp. B) to be the subgroup of diagonal
(resp. upper triangular) matrices. Recall that nilpotent orbits in NG are indexed
by partitions of n. Given a partition λ = (λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λk) of n, let Oλ ⊂ NG be
the corresponding orbit. Thus, O(n) is the regular orbit, and O(1,...,1) is the zero
orbit. Let Lλ ⊂ G be the Levi subgroup consisting of block-diagonal matrices with
blocks of size λ1, . . . , λk, and let Pλ be the parabolic containing Lλ and B.
Let λ∨ denote the dual partition to λ. It is well known that the Richardson orbit
associated to Lλ is Oλ∨ . On the other hand, if OLλreg denotes the regular orbit in
NLλ , we have
(6.1) G · OLλreg = Oλ.
For brevity, we write ICλ for IC(Oλ,F). Let Tλ be an indecomposable tilting
perverse sheaf with support Oλ, and let Pλ be a projective cover of ICλ.
Theorem 6.1. Let G = GLn. For any partition λ of n, we have R(Tλ∨) ∼= Pλ.
For any partition λ, let Pλ be the standard parabolic with diagonal blocks of
size the parts of λ. Let λ∨ denote the dual partition.
Lemma 6.2. (1) The induced perverse sheaf indGLλ δ is tilting.
(2) indGLλ δ
∼= Tλ∨ ⊕
⊕
µ<λ∨ T
mµ
µ where mµ is some multiplicity.
Proof. (1) Consider the map π : G ×Pλ uλ → g. According to (5.1), the object
M = indGLλ δ is isomorphic to π∗F[dimG ×
Pλ uλ]. We begin by recalling that M
has cohomology concentrated in even degrees. Indeed, by base change, the stalk
of M at a point x ∈ Oµ is (an even shift of) the cohomology of the fiber π−1(x).
By [BO, Theorem 2.5], π−1(x) has an affine paving, so Hi(π−1(x),F) vanishes for
i odd.
Next, we claim that the group
(6.2) Hom(Hi(i∗µM)[−i],FOµ [dimOµ + 1]))
∼= H
i+dimOµ+1
G (Oµ,H
i(i∗µM)
∨)
vanishes for all i. (Here, Hi(i∗µM)
∨ denotes the dual local system to Hi(i∗µM).)
This is trivial if i is odd, by the preceding paragraph. On the other hand, if i
is even, recall that the G-equivariant cohomology of a homogeneous G-space with
coefficients in any local system vanishes in odd degrees.
Finally, in any highest weight category, an object X is tilting if and only if
both Ext1(∆i, X) and Ext
1(X,∇i) vanish for all i (see [Bez, Lemma 4]). In
PervG(NG,F), the group
Ext1(M,∇µ) = Hom(i
∗
µM,FOµ [dimOµ + 1]).
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vanishes, by (6.2) and de´vissage, and then Ext1(∆µ,M) = 0 by Verdier duality.
(2) It is well known that the image of the map π : G×Pλ uλ → g is Oλ∨ , and that
it is an isomorphism over Oλ∨ . We have already seen that ind
G
Lλ
δ is tilting, which
implies that it is a direct sum of indecomposable tilting objects Tµ. Considering
supports completes the argument. 
Remark 6.3. In the preceding proof, we essentially repeated the argument of [JMW,
§4.3.1] showing that indGLλ δ is a parity sheaf. Thus, this lemma shows that all parity
sheaves on NG are tilting perverse sheaves.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.1.
Proof. We proceed by induction with respect to the partial order on partitions. For
λ = (n), we saw in Corollary 5.2 that R(T(1n)) = Rδ ∼= P(n). Suppose now that we
have shown that for all µ > λ, R(Tµ∨ ) ∼= Pµ. We wish to check that R(Tλ∨) ∼= Pλ.
As R is an equivalence and Tλ∨ is indecomposable, R(Tλ∨) is also indecompos-
able. By Lemma 6.2(2), Tλ∨ is a summand of ind
G
Lλ
δ, so R(Tλ∨) is a summand
of R(indGLλ δ). The latter is projective by Corollary 5.2, so R(Tλ∨)
∼= Pν for some
partition ν.
It remains to show that R(indGLλ δ) is a sum of indecomposable projectives Pµ
for µ ≥ λ. Equivalently, we must show that if µ 6≥ λ, then there is no nonzero map
indGLλ R(δ)→ ICµ. This follows from Lemmas 3.5 and 5.1 together with (6.1). 
As a corollary, we recover Donkin’s result that the Schur algebra SF(n, n) is
Ringel self-dual:
Corollary 6.4. We have End(
⊕
λ Tλ)
∼= End(
⊕
λ Pλ). 
Next, let TiltG(NG,F) and ProjG(NG,F) denote the additive categories of tilting
and projective perverse sheaves, respectively, on NG. Another immediate conse-
quence of Theorem 6.1 is that R induces an equivalence of additive categories
(6.3) HR : TiltG(NG,F)
∼
→ ProjG(NG,F).
This equivalence plays the role of (2.2). Note that even though the isomorphism of
Corollary 6.4 depends on noncanonical choices (because the proof of Theorem 6.1
does), the functorHR does not. This functor extends to an equivalence of homotopy
categories, and hence, using (2.3), to an equivalence of derived categories
HR : D
bPervG(NG,F)
∼
→ DbPervG(NG,F).
We conclude this section by explaining the way in which this autoequivalence is
compatible with R. Recall that even though DbPervG(NG,F) and DG(NG,F) are
not equivalent, there is a t-exact functor
real : DbPervG(NG,F)→ DG(NG,F)
whose restriction to PervG(NG,F) is the identity functor.
Proposition 6.5. Let G = GLn. The following diagram commutes:
(6.4)
DbPervG(NG,F)
real //
HR

DG(NG,F)
R

DbPervG(NG,F)
real
// DG(NG,F)
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Proof. We briefly review the construction of the realization functor. Let D˜G(NG,F)
be the “filtered equivariant derived category” of N . (This is defined using the
methods of [BL]; it is related to the filtered derived category considered in [BBD,
§3.1] in the same way that DG(NG,F) is related to the ordinary derived category
of N .) This category has a t-structure whose heart is equivalent to the abelian
category CbPervG(NG,F) of bounded chain complexes of objects in PervG(NG,F).
There is also a “filtration-forgetting” functor ω : D˜G(NG,F) → DG(NG,F). The
restriction
ω|CbPervG(NG,F) : C
bPervG(NG,F)→ DG(NG,F)
factors through the natural functor CbPervG(NG,F)→ DbPervG(NG,F), and thus
gives rise to the realization functor.
The usual sheaf functors all lift to the setting of filtered derived categories. In
particular, there is a functor R˜ : D˜G(NG,F) → D˜G(NG,F) such that real ◦ R˜ ∼=
R ◦ real. In general, R˜ does not preserve the category CbPervG(NG,F), but it does
behave well on the additive subcategories
CbTiltG(NG,F) and C
bProjG(NG,F)
consisting of chain complexes of tilting and projective sheaves, respectively. In
particular, it follows from Theorem 6.1 that we have a commutative diagram
CbTiltG(NG,F)
ω //
R˜|
CbTiltG(NG,F)

DG(NG,F)
R

CbProjG(NG,F) ω
// DG(NG,F)
The functor R˜|CbTiltG(NG,F) must coincide with the one induced by (6.3). (To see
this, recall that the terms and differentials of a complex in CbPervG(NG,F) ⊂
D˜G(NG,F) can be described using “baric truncation functors” on D˜G(NG,F), and
then observe that R˜ commutes with these functors.) Since null-homotopic maps
in CbPervG(NG,F) are sent to 0 by ω, this commutative diagram gives rise to a
similar one in which the categories in the left-hand column are replaced by the
homotopy categories KbTiltG(NG,F) and KbProjG(NG,F). The desired diagram
then follows from (2.3). 
7. Behavior of R in other groups
7.1. Characteristic zero. In this section, we once again allowG to be an arbitrary
reductive group, but we assume that F = C. In this case, there is a classification of
simple perverse sheaves on NG in terms of representations of certain finite Coxeter
groups, which we will now briefly review. For a Levi subgroup L ⊂ G, let WL =
NG(L)/L, where NG(L) denotes the normalizer of L in G. The generalized Springer
correspondence [L1] is a bijection
(7.1) ν˜ :
∐
{(L,S)}
S∈PervL(NL,C)
S simple, cuspidal
Irr(WL)
∼
→
{
isomorphism classes of simple
objects in PervG(NG,C)
}
,
where the pairs (L, S) indexing the disjoint union are considered only up to G-
conjugacy. The pair (T, S0) (where S0 is the unique simple perverse sheaf on the
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point NT ) always occurs in the left-hand member. The restriction of ν to Irr(WT )
is the “ordinary” Springer correspondence.
Given a pair (L, S) as above and an element χ ∈ Irr(WL), choose a representa-
tive simple perverse sheaf ICL,S,χ. The following statement, which describes the
behavior of R in terms of the classification (7.1), is a restatement of [L3, §5.5]. For
perverse sheaves appearing in the ordinary Springer correspondence, this statement
was known much earlier; see [HK, Theorem 5.2] and [Sh, Proposition 17.7].
Proposition 7.1. For each pair (L, S) as in (7.1) and each χ ∈ Irr(WL), we have
R(ICL,S,χ) ∼= ICL,S,χ⊗ε[dimNL − dim[l, l]]. 
Let us know restrict our attention to the Serre subcategory Spr ⊂ PervG(NG,C)
generated by the simple perverse sheaves in the ordinary Springer correspondence.
Note that dimNT = dim[t, t] = 0, so this category is preserved by R. On Spr,
Proposition 7.1 can be understood in a categorical way, as a description of the
autoequivalence of Spr induced by R. One might seek to generalize this to the
triangulated category DSpr ⊂ DG(NG,C) generated by Spr.
In recent work [Rid], Rider has shown how to describe DSpr in a way that
extends the ordinary Springer correspondence. Consider the smash product E =
C[W ] # C[t∗] as a graded ring concentrated in nonpositive even degrees. More
precisely, we regard E as a differential-graded ring with zero differential. Rider’s
result states that there is an equivalence of triangulated categories
(7.2) Θ : DSpr
∼
→ DG(E),
where DG(E) denotes the derived category of finitely-generated dg-modules over
E. Note that it makes sense to take the tensor product of a dg-E-module with a
finite-dimensional W -representation. In particular, tensor product with ε is a well-
defined autoequivalence of DG(E). The following conjecture is a derived version of
the restriction to Spr of Proposition 7.1.
Conjecture 7.2. There is an isomorphism of functors R|DSpr ∼= Θ
−1 ◦ (−⊗ε)◦Θ.
Remark 7.3. (1) On the additive subcategory of DSpr consisting of semisimple
objects (i.e., direct sums of shifts of simple perverse sheaves), this statement
can be deduced from [EM, Theorem 3.8].
(2) The analogous derived-category statement in the setting of mixed perverse
sheaves on a Lie algebra over a finite field can likely be proved using the
method of “Orlov categories” introduced in [AR].
If (7.2) has analogues for the other “blocks” of the generalized Springer corre-
spondence, one could formulate corresponding analogues of Conjecture 7.2, which
together would give a complete description of R in characteristic zero.
7.2. Examples in rank two. We conclude by presenting the results of some cal-
culations in types B2 and G2, using the language of parity sheaves [JMW]. Given
an orbit Oα ⊂ NG, we will denote by Eα an indecomposable parity extension of
FOα [dimOα]. Similarly, if L is some nontrivial local system on some nilpotent orbit
O, then EL will denote an indecomposable parity extension of L[dimO].
Remark 7.4. Some care is required when working with parity sheaves on NG in
small characteristics, because the parity condition [JMW, Equation (2.2)] can fail,
and so the general uniqueness result for parity sheaves [JMW, Theorem 2.9] is
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not necessarily available. The notation above will be used for certain explicitly-
constructed objects, so there is no risk of ambiguity. Most of the parity sheaves
we consider happen to be perverse; it is possible that a weaker form of [JMW,
Theorem 2.9] holds for such objects.
It can be shown by a general argument (cf. the remarks following [BGS, The-
orem 3.2.1]) that PervG(NG) has enough projectives. We will let Pα (resp. PL)
denote the projective cover of the simple perverse sheaf IC(Oα,F) (resp. IC(O,L)
where L is an irreducible local system on O).
We focus on computing R on direct summands of Richardson sheaves, and es-
pecially on the object indGT δ, known as the Springer sheaf.
7.2.1. Type B2. For G = SO5, the nilpotent cone has four orbits: the regular Oreg,
the subregular Osub, the minimal Omin, and the zero orbit O0. The equivari-
ant fundamental groups of the orbit are trivial, except for the subregular, which
has equivariant fundamental group Z/2. Thus, the category of perverse sheaves
PervG(NG,F) has four simple objects when the characteristic of F is equal to 2,
and has five simple objects in all other characteristics.
Let ε denote the sign representation of Z/2 and 1˜ denote the 2-dimensional
projective cover of the trivial representation of Z/2 in characteristic 2. We will
use these to label the corresponding G-equivariant local systems on the subregular
orbit.
The Weyl group W is the dihedral group of order 8 and has 5 conjugacy classes,
only one of which is 2-regular.
It follows that in characteristic greater than 2, the Springer sheaf contains each
simple perverse sheaf as a direct summand. The IC-sheaves are the parity sheaves
Ereg, Esub, Eε, Emin, E0, and the category PervG(NG,F) is semisimple. In this case,
the functor R will permute the IC-sheaves as in characteristic zero.
Let F have characteristic 2. In this case the regular representation of W is
indecomposable and therefore the Springer sheaf is too. Similarly, one can show
that the Richardson sheaves from the two nontrivial Levi subgroups are irreducible
and are parity extensions of the trivial local system and its projective cover 1˜ on the
subregular orbit. Thus, as summands of the various Richardson sheaves (including
the skyscraper sheaf δg), we obtain four indecomposable parity complexes Ereg,
Esub, E1˜, E0. By Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 5.2, the functor R takes each of these
to the four indecomposable projective objects in PervG(NG,F). Moreover, one can
show that the correspondence is as follows:
R(Ereg) ∼= Ereg ∼= P0
R(Esub) ∼= Psub
R(E1˜)
∼= Pmin
R(E0) ∼= ∆reg ∼= Preg
7.2.2. Type G2. For G of type G2, the nilpotent cone has five orbits: the regular
Oreg, the subregular Osub, the middle Omid, the minimal Omin, and the zero orbit
O0. The equivariant fundamental groups of the orbit are trivial, except for the
subregular, which has equivariant fundamental group S3. Thus, the category of
perverse sheaves PervG(NG,F) has six simple objects when the characteristic of F
is equal to 2 or 3, and has seven simple objects in all other characteristics.
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Let ε denote the sign representation of S3 and σ the simple 2-dimensional repre-
sentation in characteristic not equal to 3. Let 1˜ denote the 3-dimensional projective
cover of the trivial representation of S3 in characteristic 2. As before, we will use
these to label the corresponding G-equivariant local systems on the subregular or-
bit.
The Weyl groupW is the dihedral group of order 12 and has 6 conjugacy classes,
4 of which are 3-regular and 2 of which are 2-regular.
In characteristic not equal to 2 or 3, the Springer sheaf is semisimple and every
IC-sheaf appears with the exception of IC(Osub, ε), which is cuspidal and clean.
Then the category of perverse sheaves is semisimple and the functor R acts on the
IC-sheaves just as in characteristic zero.
When the characteristic of F is 2, we find that the Richardson sheaves break up
as follows:
indGT δ
∼= Ereg ⊕ E
⊕2
sub,
indGL1 δ
∼= Esub ⊕ Eσ,
indGL2 δ
∼= Esub ⊕ Emin
and of course indGG δ
∼= δ. In this way we have obtained five indecomposable sum-
mands which are therefore taken to five indecomposable projective perverse sheaves.
One can show that the correspondence is as follows:
R(Ereg) ∼= Ereg ∼= P0
R(Eσ) ∼= Pmin
R(Esub) ∼= Esub ∼= Pmid
R(Emin) ∼= Pσ
R(E0) ∼= ∆reg ∼= Preg
Thus the only projective cover not obtained in this way is Psub.
When the characteristic of F is 3, we find that the Richardson sheaves break up
as follows:
indGT δ
∼= Ereg ⊕ Esub ⊕ E1˜ ⊕ Emid,
indGL1 δ
∼= E1˜ ⊕ Emid,
indGL2 δ
∼= Esub ⊕ Emid
and of course indGG δ
∼= δ. In this way we again obtained 5 indecomposable sum-
mands which are therefore taken to 5 indecomposable projective perverse sheaves.
One can show that the correspondence is as follows:
R(Ereg) ∼= Emid ∼= P0
R(E1˜)
∼= Esub ∼= Pmin
R(Emid) ∼= Ereg ∼= Pmid
R(Esub) ∼= E1˜
∼= Psub
R(E0) ∼= ∆reg ∼= Preg
Thus the only projective cover not obtained in this way is Pε. It is interesting to
note that in both this case and the preceding one, the unique “missing” projective
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is the projective cover of the IC-sheaf corresponding to the local system obtained
by modular reduction of the unique cuspidal local system in characteristic zero.
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